Those with drive, drive a Firestone.

Introducing the new Firestone FS561 Tire
FS561™

- Specially designed for steer applications
- Navigates demanding conditions
- All-position radial
- Features solid shoulder construction
- **Special Groove Shape**
  - Increases resistance to rib tearing

- **Stone Rejectors**
  - Located in center grooves to enhance resistance to stone drilling and protect belts

- **Rib Sipes**
  - Cut through water for solid wet traction

- **Stress Relief Sipes**
  - Fight irregular wear by absorbing rib edge stresses in the footprint for long, even wear
Advantages

Wide and deep tread
- Increases original tread life
- Wide footprint spreads the load over a larger area distributing footprint pressure to promote long, even wear

Sidewall Protector Ribs
- Help protect the casing from cuts, snags and abrasions due to curbing and impacts

Innovative Sidewall Design
- Reduces overall weight to improve fuel efficiency without sacrificing durability
• Firestone: An iconic brand that has kept American trucks rolling
• Firestone and trucking have been united in the business of moving products and services
• FS561 reflects a continuing commitment of durable and rugged tires
• FS561 is made to last for the long run